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Conference on Emerging Research Paradigms in Social Media in May 2015 

April 1st, 2015; Dubai:The School of Media & Communication, Manipal University Dubai is 
organising its first international research conference, themed "Social Media: Consumption, 
Impact & Gratification,"on 21st May 2015. 

The conference organized by the Media & Communication Research & Analysis Wing 
(MCRAW), established in 2012, offers an opportunity for academics to discuss new concepts, 
progressive methodologies, embryonic approaches and innovative practices within the world of 
media and the wider social environment. 

MCRAW seeks to create a platform for student researchers and experts from different walks of 
life to foster academic discourse, share ideas, strategies, critique and explore themes of relevance 
to the research community. 

“The School is preparing well for this event. We have a research and organising committee who 
are working very hard to ensure that the whole process runs smoothly,” said Dr. R.N. Shukul, 
Chairperson & Professor, School of Media & Communication. 

“Since, our hyper-connected lives have been rewired for the digital age, not only is the theme of 
the conference highly appropriate in the wider context of this region but it will also be an 
effective platform to explore how the Internet and social media are shaping our relationships, 
personal lives and sense of self. Moreover, the subjects of the conference naturally reflect the 
types of subjects we teach and research here at Manipal University Dubai." said Dr. R.N. Shukul. 

Speakers will present significant findings covering topics addressing diverse areas within the 
discipline. This year’s keynote speaker Dr.Meena T. Pillai, Director, Centre for Cultural Studies, 
University of Kerala will discuss usage of selfies and how women are objectified in her talk 
titled, "Selfies: Commodification of Women." 

With every technological innovation and advancement, media grows in its reach, power and 
influence. blurring boundaries between users and consumers. Social media has infused itself in 
the lives of every young person in the developed world today. The way we communicate has also 
changed dramatically moving further away from face-to-face communication. The conference 
theme is designed to inspire invitations of submissions thatapproach these topics from a variety 
of perspectives and approaches. 

The key conference streams are: 1) Consumerism and Media; 2) Media, Religion & Culture; 3) 
Media & Gender 4) Social Media and Society; 5) Media and Entertainment6) Visual 
Communication 
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Registrations are open to academics, industry leaders, young researchers and students. For more 
detailed information on the Conference program, submission guidelines and registration fees are 
available on www.mcrawdubai.com. 

The conference is open to potential sponsor partnerships, interested organizations, please contact 
us mcraw@manipaldubai.com. 

About School of Media & Communication 

The School Of Media & Communication (SOMC), Manipal University Dubai Campus is at par 
with any frontline media institution in the Middle East as it provides conceptual, philosophical 
and practical knowledge of the various media. The courses offered by the School combine the 
highest caliber of experienced and qualified faculty, and latest technological equipment& 
software to allow graduate and post graduate students to major in the fields of Advertising, Event 
Management, Television Production, Journalism, and Graphics & Animation. The School is on 
its way to establish its research credibility by encouraging the growth of scientific research 
environment, facilitating systematic study of media and stimulating our students to actively 
participate in the School’s Media & Communication Research & Analysis Wing (MCRAW). 

About Manipal University Dubai Campus 

Manipal University (MU), Dubai (www.manipaldubai.com) is a branch campus of Manipal 
University India, the largest private university in the country enrolling over 25,000 students 
across 23 disciplines. Established in 2000, Manipal Dubai is the only leading Indian multi-
disciplinary university in the Middle East and Africa region. At present, the university enrolls 
over 1,500 students from 26 nations across the globe into UG, PG, and PhDprogrammes. 
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